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...a manufacturer 

of ventilation elements...

...recuperators and unique patented 

ventilation solutions. We are 

manufacturer  of  complete air 

distributor ventilation systems with 

many innovative elements.

Innovation. Design. Production. Quality. inwestprodukt com pl. .

We are...

quality
innovation

technical support
at every stage

flexibility

from projects...

...to after-sales support

Inwest-Produkt – a manufacturer of ventilation components. We are a 

professional Polish company with modern machine park and big 

experience in the ventilation industry. Our production facility is located in 

Białystok in north-eastern Poland.We provide effective, energy-saving, 

complete ventilation solutions for homes and industry.

Apart from the production of standard ventilation systems based on 

rectangular steel ducts, we also produce innovative air distributor 

ventilation systems with our latest, self-sealing, second generation hybrid 

system IPX-PREMIUM, which has many unique solutions and is availible in 

4 diameters: 50mm, 63mm, 75mm and 90mm.



 We are member of:

Klaster Obróbki Metali ( The Metal Processing Cluster) is the largest cluster of 

the metal and machine industry in Poland. It brings together nearly 100 

companies operating in the area of services, production and trade, as well as 20 

strategic partners such as universities, business institutions and local government. 

Cooperation within the cluster enables combining potentials, exchanging 

experiences, generating synergies and strengthening competitive advantages.

We are awarded 

many times

VENTILATION ELEMENTS AIR DISTRIBUTOR 

VENTILATION SYSTEMS

INNOVATIONS

ź complete galvanized rectangular 

ducts and  fittings system

ź roof / wall air intakes and exhausts 

ź roof bases for fans

ź silencers

ź dampers

ź ventilation grilles and air valves

ź decompresion boxes for valves

ź ...

ź complete and innovative air 

distributor ventilation systems

ź modular ventilation systems

ź air boxes and distributors

ź accessories

ź ...

ź air handling units
ź special medical heat recovery units, 

which are used in hospitals as barriers 

preventing the spread of viruses during 

a pandemic. We are proud to be able to 

support people and market in this way.
ź ...

We produce using galvanized steel with high density zinc layer and stainless steel.

We offer ventilation solutions for public buildings, offices and detached houses.

MEDIC ONE
+

Invisible  Antivirus Guard 

DELT∆  ONE

Antivirus Guard Monitor
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SHEET METALS SALE

STEEL RECTANGULAR DUCTS STEEL RECTANGULAR FITTINGS

AIR DISTRIBUTOR
VENTILATION SYSTEM ADAPTERS REDUCERS

BENDING

PRE-INSULATED 
DUCTS AND FITTINGSINTAKE & EXHAUST AIR GRILLES
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